2019 MUD BOG RULES
RULES APPLY TO ALL CLASSES UNLESS SPECIFIED
We have a cut off at the first pre-paid 25 trucks. The fee is $80.00 and includes the drivers pit entry and all classes you qualify
and sign up for. Pit entrance will be open from 8 a.m to 10 a.m at this time you will show I.D, and sign a waiver. Driver gets in
free with his pre-paid registration (one driver per vehicle). Additional personnel will also need I.D, waiver signature and
$20.00 fee for pit entrance. You will then be directed to your pit space and registration booth. There are 3 classes for stock
and 4 classes for open. Pending on truck count and time frame we may run some grudge matches at the end of the event to
fill the left over time if any. After 10 a.m vehicles that leave the pits will not be able to return. People that leave can return
through general admission either with wrist band or payment. Pit wrist bands will allow you to get in and out of the expo.
There will be at least 2 intermissions and during one of them we will probably take time for some autographs with the kids so
if you have a truck picture printed, the kids would love to get one from you!

1. Must be 18 year old, have a valid I.D, sign waiver, and have a wrist band in order to be in the Pit Area.
2.Helmets and seat belts required.
3.No shorts or short sleeves or open toe shoes while driving. (Fire suit recommended)
4.Fire extinguisher on board. Fire suit recommended.
5.Roll cage required in Open Classes. (Not in Stock class unless factory glass and cab supports have been removed)
6.Must have working brakes
7.There will be no alcohol or drugs in the pits nor any use outside the pits while you have a vehicle in the pit area.
8. No passengers
9. Solid tow point on front and rear of vehicle. Reese hitch will be ok for rear.
10.If running alcohol for fuel you must have die in it. ( we will need to mark truck with an “A”)
11.No spinning tires in the pit area of any kind.
12.Pets must be on a leash and under owners control at all times. No grills or fire of any kind.
13.No firearms or weapons allowed.
14.There will be a designated wash off area and a power washer provided. Do Not wash off in your pit area.
15.Green flag drops to start your run. If the red flag waves your run is done or you have a problem. At this point shut off truck
and place into neutral Do Not assist the tractor pulling you out.
16.Good sportsmanship is a must! We look forward to building this event with you so please do your part to keep it
controlled and safe for your fellow competitors and the spectators.
17. D.O.T tires only “except tractor tires”. Cut tires are allowed but no paddles.
18. You have the option of a second run if not happy with the first. This must be decided immediately, and you will be
directed right back into the shoot. If you decide to run twice you will keep your best time.
If you violate any of these rules you will be asked to leave with NO REFUND and will forfeit all trophy’s and cash awards.

CLASSES AND ORDER
OPEN 40-under STOCK 40-under OPEN 44-under STOCK 44-under STOCK&OPEN-TRACTOR TIRE

